Oral Presentation Evaluation Form – Marine Biology Student Research Colloquium
See scoring rubric for details, but range is 1-6 with 1 being the lowest and 6 the highest

Presenter____________________  Date/time_________________________________________

**CONTENT**

Introduction (relevant background information):

Objectives (define the particular research question(s) to be addressed):

Methods/Analysis (describe methods, how objectives were addressed):

Results (describe results and how they address objectives):

Conclusions (conclusions drawn from the results):

Significance (results put in an appropriate broader context):

**STYLE**

Structure (order of information presented, use of organizational slides, outlines, etc.):

Visual aids (use of appropriate and informative graphics, limited text, etc.):

Speaking style (pacing, clarity of language, reading from notes, etc.):

Questions (student grasps the material presented):

Additional comments or suggestions:

Total (of 60)